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1. Introduction: Connecting data with domain expertise for equitable learning. Computing education has

seen a boom in interest and enrollment that has resulted in the use of more scalable, data-driven technolo-

gies to support learning experiences (e.g. online learning systems, student feedback tools, and auto-graders).

These data-driven tools often serve to scale learning experiences by standardizing them to serve the majority

and/or relying on data from students of dominant identity groups (e.g. able white and Asian men in the US)

to train adaptive learning tools. But not students are not all the same, and these “scalable” experiences will

often fail to serve and even harm students in minoritized groups, groups that have been excluded or isolated

because of societal structures (e.g. systemic racism, exclusions, oppression) [21, 22]. Minoritized groups in

computing, as regretably consistent with much of academia, include African-American/Black, Hispanic/Latinx,

Indigenous/Native American, Pacific Islander, women, non-binary, first-generation students, and transfer stu-

dents [10].

Data can help inform and enable timely action by substantiating nuanced patterns related to disparities and

bias so we can consider how to appropriately adjust resources [18]. While equity is a goal that is typically too

complex and situated to easily measure with data [30], it cannot exist without first analyzing data to understand

existing disparities and biases [18]. Data can measure the existence and extent of disparities and biases, but

judgement is required to interpret and act on data-related findings [33]. So enabling stakeholders with domain

expertise to interpret and use data can help them take more informed, timely, and equitable action.

In this dissertation, I explored how to use data to support equity by putting it in the hands of stakeholders

situated in learning experiences (students, teachers, curriculum designers). I conducted three studies to explore

how to design interactions that enable stakeholders to connect their domain expertise to data about learners’

experiences. From these design explorations, I developed a unifying framework to inform how we design inter-

actions with data to support equitable learning experiences.

2. Background: Using data for equity is a sociotechnical design problem. To understand how to support

equity, we must first understand how inequities exist. To do this, I took a critical stance by stepping back to

problematize dominant historical and cultural norms in computing education. This followed Michel Foucault’s

tradition of problematics [8], which has since been adopted into the method of problematization by James D.

Marshall [12]. Problematization frames knowledge within malleable political, social, economic, historic and
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cultural norms that we should first investigate by “stepping back” [12, 8]. It also requires considering power

relationships at a systemic level to explore how dominant systems came to be and how they operate to oppress

minoritized groups. Examples of problems include the formation of a scientific domain, political structure,

and moral practice. I used problematization as a framing to consider and critically question dominant systems,

discourses, and actions to identify more equitable alternatives. By doing so, we could consider how to use data to

inform stakeholders on who is or is not being served by existing systems to imagine more equitable alternatives.

Improving equity would require not just improving access to computing education, but also supporting suc-

cessful participation and achievement by diverse students learning computing [11]. Structural and systemic

inequities embedded in and around computing courses can manifest as barriers to participation (e.g. uncon-

scious bias of instructors excluding students of color from successful participation [23]), affect students’ sense

of belonging and identity (e.g. instructional materials promoting gender bias [14]), and exacerbate existing dis-

parities in privilege (e.g. students cannot synchronously engage with instructors and other classmates because

of timezone differences, work commitments, or familial responsibilities) [11]. Inequities arise when structures

and norms fail to include or serve students of minoritized groups.

Critical to the concept of equity is a consideration of historical injustices. This differentiates equity from

related concepts of equality and inclusion. Understanding equality or lack thereof is often a necessary precursor

to supporting equity [18]. This dissertation explores how to use data for equity-oriented purposes by having

stakeholders interpret data to inform future actions.

Using student data comes with inherent risks that computing education research (CER) and learning analytics

have previously identified. Risks of using data include violations of privacy and reduction of nuanced lived ex-

periences to low dimensional data. Privacy involves consideration of trust, transparency, student agency/control

over data, security, and accountability/reasonable care of data [17, 21]. A critical perspective on the use of data

and learning analytics considers the role of power, impact of surveillance, and identity of students as transient,

temporal, and context-bound constructs [25]. Addressing privacy concerns ultimately involves context-rich in-

formation that considers asymmetrical power relationships [19].

Another concern about the use of data is reduction of nuanced students and their identities to low dimensional

data. Computing education and Learning Analytics researchers often adhere to a postivistic framing that assumes

that “objective” aggregation and quantification of data can predict individual behavior to sufficient accuracy [28].

But this assumption that aggregate behavior reflects individuals is contrary to goals of equity because it purports

that behaviors of minoritized groups reflect that of dominant groups. A more critical and equitable lens is that
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of intersectionality, denoting the various ways in which ethnicity and gender (and other demographic labels)

interact with social structures to shape the peoples’ lived experiences [4].

Traditional statistical methods when used within a positivist framing can perpetuate norms of dominance

and oppression by treating data as complete, unbiased measurements that we can consider in isolation [6]. Sta-

tistical methods have the most “power” when we accept reductions of the world to dichotomies and accept a

regression to a common average. But these false dichotomies typically do not reflect the diversity of people,

and the assumption that dominant norm reflects minoritized groups are often what equity-oriented actions must

overcome. Because stakeholders are situated in contexts that are too complex to easily quantify, this dissertation

explored how stakeholders engaged with their domain expertise to make the judgement calls about data to sup-

port equity-oriented goals. This reflects a shift in perspectives about data from objective to socially-constructed,

from from positivist to critical.

3. Unifying framework. To understand the process of interpreting data for equity in educational contexts, I

identify three factors that contribute to the formations of beliefs and experiences when stakeholders interpret

data for equity-oriented goals. This framework is shown in Figure 1. Expanding upon a framework for equitable

data sensemaking [1], I described three factors that contribute to beliefs and experiences when interpreting data

for equity: Relevant prior knowledge, perceptions of power relationships, and cultural competence [5, 29]. I

frame interpreting data as connecting new knowledge to existing knowledge frameworks, so this framework

considers prior knowledge that stakeholders deem relevant. At the foundation of my approach for supporting

equity-oriented goals is a commitment to a critical perspective, which requires a consideration of power rela-

tionships in systems, ideologies, and institutions [26]. Stakeholders’ relationships within social systems vary, so

this framework considers how stakeholders interpreting data perceive power relationships relative to their own

positionality [13]. Cultural competence is a model to guide actions taken at individual, organizational, and sys-

temic levels to meet the needs of culturally and racially diverse groups in a culturally appropriate way [5, 29]. I

consider cultural competence as a factor that affects how stakeholders interpret data. I posit that more developed

cultural competence can support deeper engagement and interpretations of data. More cultural competence in

interpreting data can consider the data as a signal of disparities or bias that arise from exclusive or harmful

systemic policies and practice.

3.1 Contributions to computing education research and learning analytics. While data-driven techniques (e.g.

statistical and machine learning) benefit from clearly defined dichotomies and independent features which pur-
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port to reflect all relevant information, stakeholders’ identities are fluid, intertwined in intersectionality, and

responsive to an everchanging context. That is to say that the quantitiative methods rely on static, isolated, and

easily measureable features, but learners and their environments are dynamic, situated, and not easy to quantify

[9]. This lack of alignment suggests that to support equity-oriented goals, we must design ways to enable di-

rect stakeholders to interpret data by connecting it to their domain expertise. This has implications to learning

analytics/learning at scale and computing education research communities.

Traditionally the learning analytics and neighboring research communities (e.g. Learning Analytics and

Knowledge, Learning at Scale) has wielded quantitative methods in their use of data to understand and model

learning experiences. But they have struggled to support equitable learning experiences [22] and “close the loop”

by making data-driven insights actionable [3]. This dissertation makes steps towards using data for equitable

action by contributing a framework and design explorations with empirical evaluations that inform the design of

interactions with data that enable stakeholders to interpret data in support of equity-oriented goal.

Computing education research has used data to identify unequal disparities in participation and learning

outcomes (e.g. [24]) and conducted investigations of equity where researchers were the interpreters of data (e.g.

[20]). But it is still an open question how data may inform equity-oriented goals, which are more more socially

situated. This dissertation contributed a framework and design explorations that considered a new approach to

supporting equity-oriented goals in computing education that positions situated stakeholders as interpreters of

data.

4. Codeitz: Affording and informing agency in online learning. After conducting a study to investigate the

academic and social experiences of transfer students studying computer science at the UW Allen School [10],

I identified how self-directed online learning tools were necessary for transfer students and other minoritized

groups learning computing. But I also found these tools often failed to equitably serve them.

Typical self-directed online learning experiences tend to either 1) be too standardized to provide learners with

personally relevant feedback and guidance (e.g. Khan Academy) or 2) too prescriptive such that learners lack

agency and cede control of their learning experience to a data-driven system (e.g. Intelligent Tutoring Systems).

They often fail to provide the information and context (via guidance, feedback, etc.) to inform a learner as well

as afford agency so a learner has opportunities to guide their own learning experiences. Affording agency, or

the sense a learner is in control of their actions and their effects, is critical to learning [15]. A resulting inequity

is that online leaning environments are not inclusive to learners of varying self-efficacy, where high self-efficacy
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learners may desire the agency to guide their own learning, and low self-efficacy learners may desire guidance

on what to learn next.

To explore how enabling alternative options that balanced agency and automation could support learners of

varying levels of self-efficacy, I designed three versions of Codeitz, a self-directed online learning environment

[32]. In collaboration with researchers from the UW Information School, Allen School, and College of Educa-

tion, I designed three variations of Codeitz that each had different subsets of features that afforded or informed

agency to varying levels. Figure 2 shows how different navigational features were included in the informed

high-agency, uninformed high agency, and informed low-agency variations of Codeitz. In the two high-agency

conditions, learners could decide what to learn next and choose for themselves. In the two informed conditions,

learners had access to adaptive information from a predictive model we built that estimated knowledge levels

and recommended next tasks based on their previous actions. All variations of Codeitz shared the same intro-

ductory Python curriculum that followed a theory of instruction for introductory programming skills that I had

previously proposed and evaluated [31]. Codeitz enabled us to explore how informing and affording agency may

equitably support learners of varying levels of self-efficacy.

In a study with 79 novice programmers, I found that that while varying agency and information in three sep-

arate conditions affected engagement, it did not yield differences in learning outcomes (Table 1). Furthermore,

participants reported the predictive information Codeitz had (skill bars, recommendations) were less helpful

than more typical feedback (concept overview, progress indicators, exercise correctness). Qualitative analysis

suggested that learners wanted the flexibility to guide their own learning experiences when they wanted to and

to cede the decision-making at other times. I interpreted these findings as design implications to suggest that

expressing agency may deviate from the expectation of being told what to do, that perceptions of adaptive indi-

cators evolve, and that affording agency requires considering the structure of the concepts to learn. By designing

a tool that provides contextual information to inform decisions and opportunities for learners to exert agency

without requiring it, I contributed guidelines for how to design for equitable self-directed learning by informing

learners so they can balance agency and automated guidance.

Connecting the findings of this design exploration back to the framework I defined in Fig. 1, this study sug-

gested that the design of Codeitz did not effectively consider students’ relevant prior knowledge and perceptions

of power relationships in regards to exercising agency in a learning experience. Most participants were familiar

with formal higher education learning experiences, where instructional design often left little room for self-

directed learning. So participants were likely unfamiliar with exercising agency, resulting in them disregarding
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data that could have informed their self-directed learning.

5. Differential Item Functioning (DIF) to detect assessment bias. Understanding inequity at scale is neces-

sary for designing equitable online learning experiences, but also difficult. Statistical techniques like Differential

Item Functioning (DIF) ([34]) can help identify whether items/questions in an assessment exhibit potential bias

by disadvantaging certain groups (e.g. whether item disadvantages woman vs man of equivalent knowledge).

While testing companies typically use DIF to identify items to remove, I explored how domain-experts such as

curriculum designers could use DIF to better understand how to design instructional materials to better serve

students from diverse groups. Using Code.org’s online Computer Science Discoveries (CSD) curriculum, I ana-

lyzed 139,097 responses from 19,617 students to identify DIF (potential bias) by gender and race in assessment

items (e.g. multiple choice questions). Of the 17 items, six disadvantaged students who reported as female when

compared to students who reported as non-binary or male. I also identified that most (13) items disadvantaged

AHNP (African/Black, Hispanic/Latinx, Native American/Alaskan Native, Pacific Islander) students compared

to WA (white, Asian) students. Trace plots of items exhibiting DIF with medium or large effect size are shown

in Figure 3. Through simulations, we found that students of equivalent knowledge levels but different genders

and races would score statistically differently on this assessment, as shown in Figure 4. Through quantitative

analyses, I was able to identify hidden patterns of bias within an assessment.

To translate data on bias to equitable action, I conducted a workshop and interviews with seven curriculum

designers to identify how they interpreted data on test item bias. I found that they interpreted bias relative to

an intersection of item features and student identity, the broader curriculum, and differing uses for assessments.

I interpreted these findings in the broader context of using data on assessment bias to inform domain-experts’

efforts to design more equitable learning experiences. This work contributed evidence to support a new use

of DIF that connected data that identified nuanced biases in assessments with stakeholders who have domain

expertise to take equitable action.

Our analysis of gender-based DIF data was the first to include reported non-binary students, but it also

demonstrated how a typical positivist framing would lead to misinterpretation of the data. Analysis of the student

response data and incomplete self-reported demographics data identified test questions that positively favored

non-binary students. Without further context, the data-driven conclusion would be that non-binary students were

positively biased when compared to reported male students. But when considered in the context of additional

information on experiences of non-binary K-12 students (e.g. how coming out is a constant and challenging
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process [16]), we come to a more nuanced understanding of how the data may not reflect the experiences of non-

binary students. This example reflects a need to shift from a postivist framing of considering data as unbiased

and isolated to a more situated and contextual critical framing that instead problematizes data.

Connecting the findings of this design exploration back to the framework I defined in Fig. 1, this study sug-

gested that curriculum designers were able to engage their relevant prior knowledge and cultural competence to

contextualze data on potential test bias (DIF). The collaborative workshop provided designers with an opportu-

nity to consider data in relation to prior knowledge they had with the design and use of the test and curriculum.

And some curriculum designers with more cultural competence from their prior education and lived experiences

were able to draw potential connections between potential test bias and systemic challenges that extend beyond

curriculum design. But perceptions of power relationships scoped the conversation to what actions were feasible

given their responsibilities and limited time and resources.

6. StudentAmp: Contextualized student feedback in large courses. As computing courses become larger and

remote, online learning becomes more common, students of minoritized groups continue to disproportionately

face challenges that hinder their academic and professional success (e.g. implicit bias, microaggressions, lack

of resources, assumptions of preparatory privilege), which in turn can impact career aspirations and sense of

belonging in a field. Instructors have the power to make immediate changes to support more equitable learning,

but they are often unaware of students’ challenges.

To help both instructors and students understand the inequities in their classes, I developed StudentAmp, an

interactive system that collected contextualized student feedback at scale while ensuring student privacy. Using

StudentAmp, students shared challenges they faced, demographic information (e.g. gender, ethnicity, disability,

educational background), and perceptions of peers’ challenges. Figure 5 shows how the contextualized feedback

was shown to instructors and teaching assistants (TAs). Using StudentAmp, instructors and TAs collaboratively

labeled challenges and then used filters to identify what kinds of challenges disproportionately affected which

groups of students.

In collaboration with colleagues from the UW Allen School and Information School, I conducted an eval-

uation with five large (150 - 750 students), remote courses during the COVID-19 pandemic to understand how

teaching teams used data on contextualized student feedback. We coded the 810 challenges students reported

with StudentAmp into 17 themes that reflected challenges relating to the course that used StudentAmp (course

structure, course content, remote learning), academic life (e.g. other classes, extra curriculars), non-academic
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roles (e.g. home family, job), broader context (e.g. geographic location, COVID-19, political unrest), and in-

dividual well-being (e.g. physical health, mental health, motivation). Through interviews with students from

minoritized groups, we identified that students felt it was important to share challenges beyond the scope of the

course, that demographic information was seen as an asset, and that seeing peers’ challenges fostered a sense of

community. From group interviews with instrutors and TAs, we discovered how cultural competence from prior

training (e.g. coursework in public health, anti-racist seminars) enabled some to engage more readily with topics

of identity and minoritization. We also discovered a tension between relying on prior knowledge of personal

experiences and recognizing that lived experiences of students varied from their own. And finally, we uncovered

how perceptions of power relationships left even professors feeling somewhat powerless to address systemic

inequities that extended beyond their courses. These findings inform the design of contextualized student feed-

back that equitably considers the needs of students at scale while also ensuring the privacy and well-being of the

minoritized groups.

Connecting the findings of this design exploration back to the framework I defined in Fig. 1, this study

suggested cultural competence supported teaching teams’ interpretations of demographic data to consider per-

spectives of minoritized groups. Instructors and TA had developed their cultural competence through additional

training (e.g. seminars, coursework, research) demonstrated more capability to engage with the demographic

data to consider perspectives of minoritized groups. This helped teaching teams shift away from an implicit

assumption that all students had experiences similar to their own or that students aligned with dominant groups.

And similar to the workshop with curriculum designers in the previous chapter, prior knowledge related to teach-

ing and taking the course helped teaching teams contextualize challenges students reported, and perceptions of

power relationships focused the conversation largely on factors that they could control.

7. Discussion & Future work. There are multiple ways to interpret the findings from these three studies as they

relate to designing interactions to enable stakeholders to use data to support equity-oriented goals. A key theme

across these interpretations is equity-oriented goals are situated in dynamic social contexts. Thus, I argue that

we must embrace a plurality of approaches that are unified around a common commitment of problematizing the

dominant social norms by questioning what we accept as normal in computing education and who we minoritize

in the process. All this is in an effort to change dominant structures, systems, and discourses to imagine and

work towards more equitable and just futures in computing education.

One interpretation of these findings is that the reductions and simplifications that come with data are harmful
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to equity-oriented goals. This is a common and valid critique amongst critical data scholars (e.g. [2, 6]), situated

on a history of using quantitative methods to justify and perpetuate minoritization and harm [7, 6]. While data

and associated quantitative methods are dangerous, they may not be inherently oppressive. In this dissertation, I

argue data can support equity-oriented goals when interactions with data promote open interpretations and con-

nections with other forms of knowledge. The intention of the design of Codeitz was to provide recommendations

to provide learners with the opportunity to consider it relative to other information they had. In the workshop

with DIF, I scaffolded the experience to have curriculum designers consider what actions they may take or what

information they were missing when they interpreted data on potential test bias. Similarly for StudentAmp, I

asked teaching teams to explore the data on student feedback and demographics and consider it in relation with

relevant prior knowledge related to teaching. Combined, these studies explore the use of data as one of many

tools by putting it in the hands of stakeholders who have the domain expertise to interpret it amongst other tools.

Future work may explore in how to scaffold connections of data interactions with other knowledge to promote

equitable action and dissuade unproductive deficit framings of minoritized groups [27].

Another interpretation of these findings is that we must design interactions with data that consider how

stakeholders form prior beliefs that affect their interpretations. For these studies, I considered how stakeholders’

cultural competence, relevant prior knowledge, and perceptions of power relationships affected their interpreta-

tions of data for equity. Across these studies, I identified how stakeholders engaged with their prior knowledge

when interpreting data. We also identified how perceptions of power relationships focused much of the inter-

pretations on factors that they could control (e.g. curriculum and test design for curriculum designers, course

structure for teaching teams). This suggests promising future work related to multiple stakeholders interpreting

the “same” data, perhaps in collaboration. And while these studies did not foster the development of cultural

competence, they demonstrated how stakeholders with prior experiences relevant to cultural competence (e.g.

coursework in public health, lived experience as part of minoritized groups) made interpretations richer by fram-

ing them within broader systemic contexts of minoritization.

Future work can elaborate on the framework to consider how to situate data for equitable action in new

contexts. The framework I proposed (Fig. 1) was a result of design explorations that I conducted within the

contexts of computing education. Computing education’s challenges with inequities and minoritization of many

groups also apply to other contexts, such as neighboring educational disciplines (e.g. science, math, engineering

education) and perhaps other communities that engage with computing (e.g. technology companies, government

agencies considering the use of technology). Future work can explore how this framework could apply to
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support equity-oriented goals in these contexts. Through further application of this framework to inform design

of interactions with data, we can simultaneously explore how relevant prior knowledge, perceptions of power

relationships, and cultural competence vary by context, time, and positionality of stakeholders. By doing so,

we can understand how stakeholders’ domain expertise enrich their interpretations of data for equity-oriented

goals. It is through this situated, critical framing of data that we can use data to address inequities it more often

perpetuates.

8. Conclusion. Considering data for equity-oriented goals can be uncomfortable or uncertain to stakeholders

with their own prior knowledge, power relationships, and cultural competence. A lack of consideration of factors

such as these can result in interpretations of data that are not situated in a social context. These acontextual

interpretations will often fall short of supporting equity-oriented goals that are socially situated. Therefore,

I conclude by reiterating my thesis statement, which reflects a broader call to consider the social, historical,

political, and economic contexts surrounding data and the people who interact with it:

Interactions with data that consider prior knowledge, perceptions of power relationships, and cultural

competency can enable computing education stakeholders to connect their interpretations of data with

their domain expertise in service of equity-oriented goals.
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Figure 1: Unifying framework of my dissertation: The development of beliefs and experiences requires consid-
eration of relevant prior knowledge, perceptions of power relationships, and cultural competence.
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Figure 4: Expected number of items a student would get correct (out of 17) by gender and racial groups for three
different knowledge levels. Knowledge levels were calculated with an Item Response Theory model assuming
no DIF, where average is the median knowledge level in our sample (θ = −0.07), low is a standard deviation
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correct with no DIF. Shapes indicate mean number of items correct for each group from 1000 simulations, with
horizontal error bars showing 1σ .
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Figure 5: StudentAmp instructor view: Teaching teams could organize challenges by creating custom labels (a),
which they could select to filter responses (b). The filters enabled teaching teams to use charts of demographic
information (c) to see how challenges disproportionately affected certain groups (e.g. how the 29 challenges
labels “mental” disproportionately affected BIPOC students and students with moderate or severe disabilities.
The instructor view also included each challenge that included the selected label(s). Each challenge was contex-
tualized with demographics for minoritized groups that students identified with (d), disrupt score (e), and labels
that the teaching team assigned to that challenge (f). Teaching teams could also share collaborative notes (g),
which have prompting based on our Theory of Action.
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